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HARRY POTTER
you might like...

Quests for Glory by Chainani, Soman (J FIC CHAINANI, S.)
Best friends Sophie (princess wannabe) and Agatha (witchy loner)
are headed (via kidnapping) to the School for Good and Evil, but their
assumed destinies are reversed.
The Winter of the Witch by Arden, K. (FIC ARDEN, K.)
In an Absent Dream by McGuire, Seanan (FIC MCGUIRE, S.)
The Wayward Children series features children who have found new
magical lands, each land matching a child specifically and always fitting
them better than this deeply flawed world we call Earth.

Fantastic beasts. The Crimes of Grindelwald: the original screenplay by
Rowling, J. K. (FIC ROWLING, J.)
In an absent dream by Mcguire, Seanan (FIC MCGUIRE, S.)
The Wayward Children series features children who have found new
magical lands, each land matching a child specifically and always fitting
them better than this deeply flawed world we call Earth.
The Grim lovelies by Shepherd, Megan (YA FIC SHEPHERD, M.)
The Gutter prayer by Hanrahan, Gareth (FIC HANRAHAN, G.)
A group of three young thieves are pulled into a centuries old magical war
between ancient beings, mages, and humanity in this wildly original
debut epic fantasy.

The Apprentice witch by Nicol, James (J FIC NICOL, J.)
King of scars by Bardugo, Leigh (YA FIC BARDUGO, L.)
As a dark magic within Nikolai grows stronger, he must journey where
the deepest magic survives -- and vanquish the terrible legacy inside him.
The Silver mask by Black, Holly (J FIC BLACK, H.)
The Magician’s land by Grossman, Lev (FIC GROSSMAN, L.)
Quentin Coldwater is unexpectedly admitted into an exclusive college
of magic and rigorously educated in modern sorcery.